
NWPL Book club Survey Options June 2022 
 
Titles are classed by nationality of the author (CDN, USA, UK, etc.), by fiction or non-fiction (FIC, NF), by memoir 
(MEM), and by author’s identity (IND=Indigenous, BIPOC=Black, Indigenous, Person of Colour). 
 
All My Puny Sorrows – Miriam Toews      CDN, FIC 
Telling the compelling and complicated story of two sisters with very different views on life and death. This 
emotionally-charged story of both humour and heartbreak won the 2014 Rogers Writers' Trust Fiction Prize and 
was recently made into a film starring Alison Pill and Sarah Gadon. Toews’ work always makes an emotional 
connection with readers. 
 
Things Fall Apart – Chinua Achebe     Nigeria, FIC 
This classic of World Literature is one of the first African novels to receive global critical acclaim. The novel 
relates the early days of the European colonialism in Nigeria and the arrival of Christian missionaries, as seen 
through the eyes of Okonkwo, an Indigenous Nigerian man. This is a great read for book clubs that want to read 
more ‘classics’ but also want to broaden their reading perspectives. 
 
The Spy and the Traitor – Ben MacIntyre     USA, NF 
A gripping, suspenseful, unbelievable but true spy story about Russian double agent Oleg Gordievsky. This 
masterfully told Cold War account reads like a thriller - a really, really good thriller! A great non-fiction choice for 
fiction readers, for history lovers, for suspense lovers and for anyone that loves a story well-told. 
 
Tilly and the Crazy Eights – Monique Gray Smith     CDN, FIC, IND 
This rollicking adventure follows Tilly as she escorts the Crazy Eights, a group of community Elders, on an 
unpredictable and life-changing road trip to the Gathering of Nations Pow Wow in Albuquerque. Winner of the 
2019/20 First Nation Communities READ Indigenous Literature Award. A joyful read for book clubs who don’t 
like to get too depressed! 
 
A Mind Spread Out on the Ground – Alicia Elliott     CDN, MEM, NF 
A bold and profound work by Haudenosaunee writer, A Mind Spread Out on the Ground is a personal and critical 
meditation on trauma, legacy, oppression and racism in North America. If your group wants to discuss deep 
issues about reconciliation and colonial legacy, this is a great book that opens up lots of questions and 
commentary.  
 
Djinn Patrol on the Purple Line – Deepa Anappara      Indian, FIC, BIPOC 
A heartbreaking, coming-of-age debut about several children from an Indian slum who are determined to solve 
the disappearance of a classmate when the police show little interest.  Told from the point of view of 9-year old 
Jai, this compelling novel has a distinctive, captivating voice and memorable characters.  It is sure to provoke 
discussion of poverty, class and corruption. 
 
A Children’s Bible – Lydia Millet      USA, FIC 
A group of families vacation together at a sprawling waterfront mansion. The adults abandon the children when 
a monster-hurricane bears down, leaving them to fend for themselves in a new climate reality. This is a great 
read for clubs who want to talk about responsibility, climate change, and the slippery nature of memory. 
 
 



Breasts and Eggs – Mieko Kawakami      Japanese, FIC 
Kawakami is the It-writer in Japan these days and it’s not hard to understand why. This innovative reflection on 
the roles of women at different ages and stages, the price of beauty, and the fleetingness of life raises as many 
questions but answers few; readers come to their own conclusions. It’s great for starting discussions at book 
clubs. 
 
Hamnet and Judith – Maggie O’Farrell     UK, FIC 
A gorgeous reimagining of Shakespeare’s life from the perspective of his wife, crafted with a compelling and 
evocatively imagined portrait. Was great personal tragedy that took place during a time of plague the impetus 
for Shakespeare’s greatest plays? Clubs that like a challenging literary portrait, discussion about families and the 
role of women and children, and just plain beautiful writing will love this one. 
 
Hidden Valley Road – Robert Kolker       USA, NF 
This deep dive into understanding schizophrenia through the lens of one family’s experience is an eye-opening 
medical detective story. Six of the Galvin’s twelve children were diagnosed with schizophrenia, leading them to 
be one of the most studied cluster of cases in America. There’s much fodder for discussion not only of mental 
illness, but also family secrets, the legacy of trauma, and the failure of many systems of care and protection.  
 
Klara and the Sun – Kazuo Ishiguru      UK, FIC, BIPOC 
This dystopian, unusual novel about an Artificial Friend (or robot) and her relationship with humanity and reality 
will appeal to book clubs who value vigorous conversation and a challenging read.  Author Kazuo Ishiguro has 
won the Nobel Prize and the Booker Prize and, in his latest, he returns to his favourite themes of human frailty, 
loneliness and love.  
 
Everyone Knows Your Mother is a Witch – Rivka Galchen     CDN, FIC 
Canadian-American Galchen’s latest is a smart, witty, sly story based on the real-life witch trial of the mother of 
17th-century scientist Johannes Kepler.  The novel manages to be both contemporary and historical at the same 
time.  If your book club loves complex, thought-provoking, luminously-written books, Everyone Knows Your 
Mother is a Witch is not to be missed. Oh…and it’s not that long! 
 
Finding the Mother Tree – Suzanne Simard      CDN, NF 
This combo of engaging memoir and scientific discovery is a must-read. Simard (professor at UBC) weaves her 
own story of growing up in a BC logging family along with her professional discoveries of the intricate 
communication and mutual aid networks between trees in an old growth forest. Compellingly written, covering 
current issues of importance in our province, and providing access to important science, this book has lots of 
entry points for book clubs. 
 
The Sentence – Louise Erdrich     USA, FIC, IND 
From November 2019 to November 2020, a small, independent Minneapolis book store is haunted by its most 
annoying customer after her death. The characters wrestle with ghosts, and come to terms with their grief, 
astonishment, isolation and furious reckoning in Minneapolis that year. Not only does this book give book clubs 
a great story with feisty characters, but it gives you a fully fleshed out reading list of other titles you might want 
to check out! 
 
Velvet Was the Night – Sylvia Moreno-Garcia      CDN, FIC, BIPOC 
Set in 1970s Mexico City, a lonely romance-obsessed secretary teams up with an eccentric thug in order to solve 
the mystery of her missing neighbor. This noir is loosely inspired by the real-life events of the Mexican Dirty 
War. It’s an edgy, simmering historical novel for book clubs that love smoky reads and anti-heroes. 


